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II appears likely that by the time of Australia's bicentenary', all Australian
residents will have an identity card~ issued by the Federal Government, with an
associated identification number and entry in a "National Register". The pro
posal, first officially suggested"' in the Government's white paper on tax re
form, released on 4 June 1985, has provoked a great deal of discussion both for
and against the card. A recent public survey, commissioned by the Health In
surance Commission and undertaken by Australian National Opinion Polls,
appears to show, although not conclusively, that most Australians favour the
"Australia Card" proposal. ,I On the other hand, the secretary of the joint par
liamentary seJect committee, which is currently considering the "Australia
Card" proposal' has apparently said that "most people who had seriously
considered the question of a national identity card were apposed to if',I. Sev
eral grounds for such opposition have been put forward, ranging from those
who sinlply say the card will cost too much l to commentators such as Kirby J. ~
who has said'J the card wiU assist the move toward an Australian society in
which a person would not exist or have any rights without a number, making the
card "the ultimate triumph of the authoritarian date" ,Ill By far the greatest

"The Fe.der~I~(~vcrnmclltwa,nts .,the card .. ,. to be fuJly operational from July,
1989, WIth mdlvldual Australia Cards on Issue from March, 1987". The Age,
13 January J986, 7,
'In this paper, this card will bc refctTed to as thc "Australia Card", a name
whi~h appears to have been coincd, or at least promoted by the various news
medIa .
-'Unofficial suggestions that Australia have a universaJ identification system if
not al~ identity card, have been made. for several years. The ALRC, in its report
on privacy, notes such a comment 111 the Sunday Telegraph 12 June 1983, 7
Law Reform Commission, AllstraIia, Report No. 22, Privacv (1983) (here-
inaner ALRC 22) para 282, fn J2. -
~The Mercury 12 February 1986, 3.
sThe eight-member committee, chaired by Senator Terry AuJich (Lab., 1'as.)
was convened in Novcmber 1985, heard its first public submission on 17 Dcc
el11b~r [985, and is due to present its report to FedcraJ Parliamcnt by 31 Mareh
1986 although S~nat~)rJani~e Haines (Dem., S. A.) has suggested that this may
be extended until l111d-Apni 1986.
l'The Age. 17 November 1985, 18.
7The A..{,'e, 1 September 1985; disclosed that a public service report to cabinet
h~d ~ald the card would cost $250 million to set up, with on-going costs of $85
million per annum. See morc reccntly a similar statement by Dr Blewett
M.H.R. in The Age II February 1986,5.
~Former Chairman of the Australia Law Reform Commission and new Pres
ident of the New South Wales Court of AppcaL
'JIn the Centenary Address to the Science Faculty of the University of Sydney in
1985. .
IOSee the rather brier report in Law Reform Commission, Australia, Reform.
July 1985, 99. .
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area of concern however, has been over the threat the card poses to civil liher
tics, especially with respect to individual privacy. II

The privacy dehate is focused on two major areas; first the allegation that
the "Australia Card" will become, if not a de jure, then a de facto internal
passport for all Australian residents. This aspect, which can be described as
"Privacy of the Person"'" has for example been notcd by Kirby J,1.l the Victo
rian Council for Civil Liberties, l~ the N .S. W. Privacy Committee," and mem
bers of the A.L.P. Caucus Legal and Administrative Policy Sub-Committee. I!,

The second aspect of concern in the privacy debate is that the card, and more
importantly the associated number and register, will allow ready access to vast
amounts of personal data over which the data-subject will have little control.
The aspect, which can be described as "Information Privacy" is the subject of
this paper.

INFORMATION PRIVACY AND THE "AUSTRALIA CARD" ~

AN OVERVIEW

It should be noted from the outset that in relation to information privacy,
the "Australia Card" docs not in fact create any new problems. 17 The carc!.
ancl particularly the identification number, is a "neutral administrative tool"'X
designed to ensure correct identification of individuals and ready access to
government files held on that person. The "National Register", even if the
worst fcars of civil libertarians are realized, will not contain new personal data
as such, it will merely be a compilation of all the current files. 1') The increased

"See the statelllenL of the South Australian Attorney-General in his gov
ernments submission to the joint parliamentary select committee inquiring into
the "Australia Card" proposal. The Age 13 January 1986,7.
'The Age 11 February 1986,6, details the ten major occasions 'when the ordi
nary citizen will have to use his identity card, according to the Federal Gov
ernment's submission to the joint parli<llllcntary select committee inquiring into
the "Australia Card" proposal.
liAs defined by the Canadian task Force on Privacy and Computers: Dep
artment of Communications and Departments of Justice, Canada, Privacy Gnd
Computers (1972),13-14.
1.ILaw Reform Commission, Australia, Reform, July 1985,99.
l'The Age 28 September 1985, Saturday Extra 7; 18 December 1985,6.
1!'The Bulletin 13 August 1985, 24.
uSee Edward F. Ryan, "Privacy, Orthodoxy and Democracy" in (1973) 5 I
Canadian Bar Review 84, 90 where it is noted that the Canadian (and pres
umably the Australian) government already make use of the personal profiles
kept by various Credit Reference Companies. See also KJ. Langan "Computer
Matching Programmes: A Threat to Privacy" (1979-80) t5 Columbia Journal
of Law and Social Problems 143, 167 where some commentators are noted as
saying a formal transfer system is in fact preferable in privacy terms to the
current informal but widely llsed transfer system in the U. S. Government,
1XMayer, "Privacy and the Social Security Number: Scction 12\1 of the Tax
Reform Act of \976", (1978) 6 Rutgers Journal of Computers and Law 221,
233.
l'lIt may well be that each Australian, when applying for their "Australia
Card". will have to complete an identification questionnaire or submit an
interview (Sec The Mercury 3 I':"cbruary 1986, 13). These details, which will
most likely already be held by the Australian Passport Office, arc not the major
concern of the civil libertarians and will not be dealt with at any length in this
paper.
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efficiency can however highlight any problems that already exist. According to
Kirby 1. ~n for example, when a computerised identity card was proposed at an
informatics confercnce in Paris in 1980. a man rose from the audience, and "in
vivid French" alleged that the Nazi's Jewish extermination campaign. was
more successful in thc Netherlands (where 9()lk' of Jews perished) than in
France (where 6(Y!£ survived) because the Dutch had produced a card which
could not be forged thus increasing the efficiency of the Nazi campaign.

Dr Neil Blewett M.II.R .. " has similarly said of the J.D. Card Debate:

There is a great advantage to have this kind of debate so we can provide the
privacy protections which are necessary anyhow, which have been
needed. if your like. even before this carel was introduccd.~'

Some of the privacy problems alluded to by Dr Blewett are the serious
concerns about the usc and abuse of the large data banks of personal in
formation which already exist in Australia. These concerns, discussed at length
by the Australian Law Reform Commission (ALRC) in its recent report on
pri vacy'l and an carl ier report on unfair publications,?J and the way in which
the "Austral ia Card" affects them, arc the basis for the following discussion.

The Exact Scope (~r the "Ausfralia Carel" Proposal

According to a reporl in The Age. the draft legislation already prepared to
introduce the" Australia Card":

provides that specified government departments can obtain access only to
identification details held on a control register and not lo any other data
acquired by the Government to verify identity when the cards are first
issued.

The register will contain a person's number, a surname including a
maiden name, given names, dale of birth, "culTcnt sex" or sex at birth.
address. "visitor to Australia" (where appropriate). black and white
photographs" and signature, issue date, expiry date. and date of death or
departure from Australia. ~(.

There is widespread belief amongsl commentators. however, that the re
strictions on the contents of the register. and the hodies able to use it, will only
remain in place until the card has gained public acceptance.~' In fact Ron

~"Sec footnote 9
'IDr Blewett. M,H.R., is the minister in charge of the 1.0. Card.
'-The Age 21< Septemher, 1985, Saturday Extra 7.
"ALRC 22
'ILaw Reform Commission, Australia. Rcport No. II. UJ?l'air Publico/ions
(1979) (hereinafter ALRC II).
-"The proposal to include a photograph was rejected by the caucus of the Austr
alian Labor Party at a meeting in September 191<5, for reasons of cost and in the
light of civillihertarian objections. 'rhe issue has not however died. and appar
ently there is widespread community support for a photograph to be included.
See footnote 4.
'(The Age. 1 Septemher 1985, 5.
e'K.J. Langan in "Computer Matching ProgramIlles: A threat to Privacy"
(1979-g0) 15 Columbia Journal of Law and Social Problems 143 notes at 169
170 that despite public assurances about restrictions of usa~c of the U, S. Social
Security Number. whell it was introduced. the SSN is now \~'idely used formally
purposes. Sec also. a strong editorial statement in The McrC1IJT 12 t-:cbruarv
1996,~L . -
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Castan Q.C. l president of the Victorian Council for Civil Liberties, asserts that
such a 'foot in the door' approach was proposed from the outset by the inter
departmental committee supervising the introduction of the cant. Certainly,
the pressure from many government bodies to be allowed access to the scheme
would be great. State and Federal police for example. would find a 'unique
personal identifier' invaluable, even without a photograph, in the fight against
organized crime. Furthermore, even if the curren~ federal government i.s able
to resist this pressure, there is no cCltainty that luture governments wIiI not
'throw the door wide open':

We have to imagine all sorts of possible governments in the future ...
people shOllld ask" "Would you be happy living in Queensland with cards or
this kind ... ".)X

For this reason, the following discussion is conducted on the basis that
there will be widespread usc of the 'unique personal identifier' (UPI) by gov
ernment departments, if not the wider community, and it will give access to a
great deal of personal data, either in the register, or through other data banks
!inked into the system. :'1

The b!formation Privacy Problerns.-'o

The problems which have already arisen from the widespread usc of com
puterlsed personal data banks, fall into two areas. First there is a concern
abollt the data itself; that it is either inaccurate, misleading or irrelevant. Sec
ondly there is a concern about the lise of the data; that authorised lIsers of the
data are able to misuse it or pass it on to unauthorized users, and that un
authorized users are able to obtain the data without "inside" assistance. Both
areas cause serious problems with respect to information privacy and both
need to be re-examined 1

! in the light of the '·Australia Card" proposal.

Sincc both areas highlight different concerns, and have so far been treated
by the law in differing ways, they are broken down for discussion in this paper,
in the following manner:

'~~Professor Ron Johnston, director for the Centre for Technology and Social
Change at Wollongong University, quoted in The Bulletin 13 August 1985.27.
Sec also Edward F. Ryan, "Privacy Orthodoxy and Democracy" in (1973) 51
Canadian Bar Review 84, 92.
~91n his oral submission to the joint parliamentary committee investigating the
"Australia Card" proposal, Frank Costigan Q.C.
said an identity card system would 'inevitably expand more and more' to cent
ralized data system on everybody in the country with thousands of people
having access to it'.
The MercUJ}' 7 February 1986, 1<
jOlt is recognized that the UPI wiJl be lIsed in private sector data banks.
Although there is transfer of personal information between private sector data
banks and from puhlic to private sector data banks, the great scope for creation
of, and thus concern about personal dossiers, is however in the public sector.
This paper is therefore restricted to the effects of the "Austral ia Card" in the
public sector.
lThe folJowing discussion is strongly based npon the Australian Law reform
Commission's Report on Privacy (ALRC 22), where most of the information
privacy concerns are discussed in much greater detail than is possible in this
paper.
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Conccrns abollt Data - problem I:

- problem 2:
Concerns about Users - problem 3:

- problem 4:

Inaccurate, Incomplete and
Misleading Data.
Irrelevant Data.
Misuse or Personal Data by
Authorised Users.
Use and Disclosure of Personal Data
to Unauthorized Users.

TilE PROBLI.,,'MS IN DETAIL
PROBLEM ONE:
INACCURATE, INCOMPLETE AND il1ISLEADIN(; DATA
The Problem

Hayes 1
: succinctly describes "information privacy" as "the intcrest of the

pcrson Ithe elata-subject] in controlling the information held by others about
him".1\ Part of this control involves being able to ensure that any data held by
others is both accurate and completc. It is submitted that in this regard, the
"Australia Card" with its UPl will in nlct promote the accuracy and com
pleteness of government data hanks. A UPI allows personal data banks to be
simply and reliably matched, thus allowing a more complete file (in this case a
"National Register") to be created. Matching also facilitates crosschecking
which ensures that this enlarged file, and any other data banks which can ac
cess the UPI, are more accurate. Tappcr q cites the example of a police com
puter in the United States which was linked with the registry of births. It was
able to reject a file shO\\'ing a person had committed a serious crime hecause
that person had only been born t\\'o days before the alleged offence. 1

.i

It is submitted however, that the situation is completely different when the
privacy problem is one of misleading data. A UPI will allow the government to
aggregate personal data obtained from various sources and bui Id up a com
posite profile on each Australian rcsidcnt. I Iowever unless the data which is
aggregated is uniformly up-to-date, fair and complete, the composite may be
out of date, unfair and distorted.;(' In this regard the "Australia Card" poses
serious privacy prohlems. The data in the various Commonwealth data bases"

1~Associatc Professor Robert A Hayes, LL.B(Mclb.), Ph.D (Monash), Bar
ristcr of the Supreme Court of New South Wales and Associate Professor of
Law, University of New South Wales, was the Commissioner in Charge of the
ALRC's Report on Privacy.
;'Robcrt A. Hayes, "Information Privacy: The ALRC Rcport", (1983) I Pro
ccedings of the N.S.lV. ,)'ocictylor Compliler.\· and the Law 171,175.
1~ColiJl 'rapper is a Fellow of Magdalen College, Oxford, and All Souls Reader
in law.
l'Colin Tapper, Computer Law, Business Data Processing, 3rd cd. (London:
Longman, 1983) 121.
11'Kirby, J. 'The Computer, the Individual and the Law," (i 981) 55 A.LJ.
443, 446.
npeter Blazey in The Bul/crin notes that the Federal Governmcnt alone has at
least five major data banks of personal information.

By far the biggest data bank is operated by the HIe IHealth Insurance
Commission/, which runs Medicare and has issued a Medicare card to
virtually every Australian family, in all, about 15.8 million names. The
other hig four are: The Electoral Commission (10 million names); the
Departmcnt of Social Security (9.3 million, including the names of four
million children); Taxation Office (8.6 million names); Passport Records
(4 million names); Citizenship Records (2 million narncs),

Peter Blazey, "The ID card revolution: how it will affect you," The Bulletin,
August 13, 1985, 25.
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is collected from nlany different sources for widely differcnt purposes. Oftell
files contain the opinion of a publ ie servant who interviewed the data-subject at
some stage, such opinions may be incorrect and even if correct. may be ex
trcrnely damaging to the data-suhject if taken out of c<mtexL'X Equally because
of the sheer sizc of the Commonwealth bureaucracy, data in a file will oftcn be
out of date. The possible indiscriminate amalgamation of such files under the
"Australia Card" proposal would clearly violate the data-subjcct's ill
formation privacy be making control of that data. by that subject. even more
difficult .

Although the "Australia Card" might promote the accuracy and COIll

pleteness of personal data, the effect of any inaccurate or incomplete in
formation which remained in the data bank, together with any misleading data,
would be magnified by the greater use to which the data could be put under the
"Australia Card" scheme. Ron Castan O.C. highlights the fact that the Victo
rian police are already able to access police files whilst 'on the beat' by rad
ioing in a car number plate. He alleges that a similar practice could grow up
with the "Australia Card", allowing police to not only find out the identity of a
person but al.so their complete history. "J (f there is incorrect data on file. the
result could be disastrous. Stephen Mayer"' cites a case in Santa Clara Courlly,
U. S. A., where a couple were "handcuffed, held at gunpoint and locked up over
night on charges of auto theft" when the Sherriff's deputies were incorrectly
informed, following a radio query. that the couple were driving a stolen car. II

From this example alone, it follows that with respect to inaccurate, incolll
plete and misleading data either created or accessed by the "Australia Card".
information privacy will require that a person will be able to have access to
their file on the "National Register" and be empowered to correct or add a
disclaimer to the file where they consider it to be inaccurate, incompletc or
misleading.

The CUffelll Legal Situatioll.

In the case of the "National register", and any related Commonwcalth
(iovemmcnt data banks. the question of access has become subject to somc
fairly detailed legislation.

Under the F;reedom of Information Act 1982 (Cth) a data-suhject. like any
other person, has an enforceable right to have access to public sector doc
uments··' suhject to a number of cxemptions·u . As the Act stands. the contenb of
the "National Registcr" would be accessible. since they arc not specifically

"For a graphic case study see "A case of Tom, Tom and Dick (MS/ I)" in
Commonwealth Ombudsman. Sixth Annual Report 1982-83 (Canberra. Austr
alian Clovernmcnt Printing. Office, 1983) 85; and in more general terms see
R.D, Blackwell Ithe South Australian Ombudsman I in "Computers and
Privacy: Where is the debate," Address given to the Rotary Club of Adelaide.
U October 1982. 5, cited in ALRC 22. 544.
;''TII(' Age 28 September 1985. Saturday Extra 7
WStcphen Mayer B.A. Hobart College. J .f), University of Chicago, 1977, is
law clerk to justice Levin of the Michigan Supreme Court.
IIStcphen Mayer, "Private and Social Security Member: Section 121 of the Tax
Reform Act of 1976," ( 1978) 6 Rutgers Journal of Computers and Law 221 ,
236.
1cl-;'reedom of Information Act 1982, S. II. The right is enforceable in the
Administrativc Appeals Tribunal, Ss 53-66.
PThesc exemptions arc to be found in Ss 7. 24, 32-47 of the Act.
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covered by an exemption under the Act. It is however submiued that this may
change as many of the data banks which would be likely to be linked to or
included in the register. are already exelnpt In fact the exemptions in the
Freedom of' Information Act already make it virtually lIseless it is suggested,
with respect to information privacy.

The Ilcalth Insurance Commission, by far the biggest Commonwealth
holder of personal data filesl~ for example, is already exempt under S.7 of' the
Act. A vast quantity of police files h will be exempted under S. 37 of the Act. and
S.3R or the Act will hinder access to personal files held, for example, by the
Australian Taxation Office, the Department of Social SccurityU', and the Dep
artment of Veterans' Affairs. 'rhe ALRC' notes in conclusion:

The result of these exemptions is that very little personal information is
Iikely to be available under the Act to the person who is the subject of that
information. ~!

Nevertheless the Commissioner does note: Because the Act exists, the
amount or personal information to which access will be graciollsly given will
increase. This may be so even in the case of departments governed by specific
secrecy provisions, such as Soc·ial Security. But the right of aceess is limite(i.~s

A data-subject can also have a 'right to reasons' under S.13 Administr
;Hive Decisions (Judicial Review) Act 1977 (Cth), S.37 Administrative Appeals
Tribunal Act 1975 (Cth), or through the office of the Commonwealth Ombud
small. However, as this right provides at best only an incidental right to per
sonal information, it will not be disclissed in any detail here. Similarly, dep
artmental guidelines on stafTaccess to personal filcs such as those developed by
the Australian Public Service Board,~') apply to only a very limited section of
the potential users of the "Australia Card" and will thus be of little general use
in relation to the "Australia Card" proposal.

The question of correction of records at the Commonwealth level is also
statutorily covered by the Freedom ofInformation Act. So far as it goes, S.48 of
the Act answers all the information concerns of "Problem One", because it
covers personal information "that is incomplete, incorrect, out of date or mis
leading". There are however two crucial gaps. First it only covers in
formation accessible under the Act. If the information is provided gratuitously,
as it has been suggested llluch of it wi II have to be, then the correction power
under the Act will not apply. Secondly the section only gives a right to request
an amendment, not a right to amend. As with access therefore. correction may
occur in most cases (for reasons of administrative efficiency), but the data
subject will not have any rights as such.

It has been noted above, that the "Australia Card" UPI will almost cer
tainly be llsed by the State as well as the Commonwealth Public Service. The
situation for access to, and correction of personal files in State data banks is
even worse than at the Commonwealth level. Victoria is the only state to have a

~~See note 37
-I'lt is submitted that this exception should still remain as an area where in
formation privacy must come behind the public goal of law and order.
lilA department which is specifically to be involved with the Australia Carel.
~'ALRC 22, 1002
~~Ibid

~'JPLlblic Service Board, 'Guidclines on the Keeping of Personal Records on
Staff,' Memorandum 79/6236, 30 November 1979.
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Freedom of Information Act. 5(1 This Act is almost identical, in format, to the
Commonwealth Act and is thus subject to all the problems noted above, The
other states, have so far made no provision for i;l data-subjcct's right to access
and correct any file of his or her personal information, held by the respective
State Governments. Thus, at the State level in particular, as well as at the
Commonwealth level, legislative amendments are necessary to ensure that the
"Australia Card" docs not merely increase access to incorporate, incomplete
or misleading personal data.

PROJJLEAJ TWO: IRRELEVANT DATA

The Problem

Already examples of government departments collecting excessive and
irrelevant personal information arc not unknown. In a submission [0 the West
Australian Law Reform Commission, a member of the Social Action Welfare
Group cited as an example, the' routine' collection of the name of the mother of
an applicant's de facto spouse, on applications for unemployment benefits".
The matching of, and even more importantly the combining of data banks to
form a "National Register", following the introduction of the "Australia
Card", will only exacerbate this situation. There has already been a sugges
tion for example that the Australian Passport Office be linked to Health Dep
artment computer records to 'assist in the validation of passport records' .:'~

As with misleading or inaccurate data, rcady access to indevant data,
which may be facilitated by the usc of the "Australia Card", can ~dso be highly
prejudicial. In The First Annual Report 1978 of the Commonwealth Ombud
sman, a case was cited of a person refused a position with the Australian Cap
ital TCITitory Schools Authority because the Authority discovered that the app
licant had, as a juvenile eighteen years before, becn convicted of stealing.:"

Information privacy will, at first glance, require that a person will be able
to have access to their file on the "National Register", and any other data
banks which can be matched in to it, and be empowered to remove any irrel
evant matcrial. 'rhe issue of access as discussed in relation to "Question One",
will be relevant. The issue of correction in relation to irrelevant material is
hbwever more complex. Unlike accuracy or completeness, relevance is purely
subjective. Not only will the data-subject and the data keeper probably dis
agree as to what is relevant, their individual views will he conditioned upon the
context of the date - to what end, ancl by whom, data will be used. For this
reason, striving to achieve greater access to, and correction of personal files by
data-SUbjects may be an unworkable ideal. Instead, it is submitted that a less
direct approach may be preferable.

SOFreedom ofInfonnation Act 19R2 (Vic.) No. 9859. Plans to introduce such an
act in N.S. W. rea~h back many years, although no firm decision has yet been
made.
"ALRC 22, 382
-"Royal Commission of Inquiry into drug trafficking, Interim Report No.2
Passports (1982) 68, cited in ALRC 22, 282. See also Arthur R MilicI' "The
Privacy Revolution: A Report from the Barricades" (1979-80) 19 Washburn
Law Journal I, 8-9 where in a brief historical survey, Miller notes the effects of
Parkinson's Law upon computer technology - if more information can be
stored, it will be.
-':Commonwcalth Ombudsman, First Annual Report 1978 (Canberra, Austra
lian Government Printing Office, 1978~ 64-5.
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The CurrclIt LeRa/ Situation

The ALRC notes that lllost Commonwealth Government departmcnts have
a policy of removing a file once it becomes inactive.'1 This removal may take
the form of destruction, or the file may be retained under 5.24 Archives Act
1983 (Cth). In either case, any administrator would no longer be working on
the basis or irrelevant or, more speci ficalIy, out of date information contained
in that file, and thus infonnation privacy will be satisfied. There is a crucial
problem here however, in that the process will only work when the file is
already inactive, it will have no clTect on ilTelevanl material in an active file.
Unless a whole file is therefore irrelevant, there is no current process, lct alone
a legal right, which ensures that irrelevant data in a personal file is removcd
and thus is not accessible under the "Australia Card" proposal.

The practice at state level is not clear, but it is assumed that it is much the
same as Commonwealth procedure. This would mean that at both state and
Commonwealth level the current legal response to "Problem Two" is com
pletely inadequate.

PROBLEM THREE:
t~tJJSUSE OF PERSONAL DATA BY A UTJlORISED USERS

It has already been noted above that the Australia Card may well affect
individual's privacy rights by increasing the number of people who have access
to incorrect data. Furthennore even if the data banks were entirely accurate,
the introduction of the '"Australia Card" may t~\cilitate misuse of the data.

The Problem

Personal information can be misused within the system when it is collected
for one purpose and then used for another. This will be of especial concern with
the "Australia Carer' as the "National Register" could be used to create dos
siers on people, containing information collected from various government de
partments." This sort or abuse can lead not only to misleading fiIes being
created, a problem which is discussed above, hut also removes the information
from any control of the data-subjcct'(' and can lead to the problem of self in
crimination. There are, for example. allegations that the Social Security Dep
artment uses its computer to match the addresses or male and female clients,
which is information routinely collected from all clients. so as to check on pen
sioners' residential arrangements.:'! In effect the clients are required to in
crilninate themselves. r;urthermorc, if the "Australia Card" allows personal
dossiers to be created and then routinely searched, this can he:

<IALRC 22, 10/7
;-'This concern was voiced by the South Australian Government in its sub
mission to the joint parliamcntary select eommittec inquiry into the "Australia
Card" proposal. 'fhe Age 13 January J 986, 7. For a comment upon the sim
plicity of creation or such dossiers and the wide nature of the information which
the "Australia Card" could access, sec the report on a forum pi.\per delivered
hy Professor Cieoffrcy de Q Walker of the Law Faculty or the University of
Queensland, in The Age 23 January 1986, 3.
'hK.J. Langan notes in "Computer Matching Pl'Ograms: A Threat to Privacy"
(1979-80) /5 Columbia Journal of Law and Social Problems" 143, /45 that
"since theorists denne the concept of privacy as control over information about
oneself (A MilicI', The Assault on Privacy (1971) at 25: A. Westin, Privacy and
Freedom (1967) at 7), transfers of personal data without consent arc perceived
to undermine privacy rights".
'-"ALRC 22, 377
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criticized as simply a modern version of the 'general warrant' once used to
search homes without discrimination or reasonable cause. The only dif~

ferencc [could j be said to be that the search Iwould be J now directed sec
retly at a person's record Idossier]. ,~

To overcome this problem of information privacy, it would be necessary to
ensure that personal information collected for one purposc, was used for that
purpose and no other. To achieve this it would be necessary to include in ,1 file,
the purpose for which certain information was collected and then have SOIlIC
process of ensuring that the information \Vas only used for that purpose. ,,'J

The Current Legal Situation

At best the present response to the problem of collecting information for
onc purpose and usi ng it for another, is piecemeal. There is no legislat ion at
either State or Commonwealth level. Those departmental guidelines to ensure
some compliance,w but the approach is piecemeal, it relics upon information
having been given for a specific purpose, and as a guideline, it is not nec
essarily binding and certainly cannot he enforced by the data-subject. Gener
ally this problem of information privacy seems to have been ignored.

PROBLEAI FOUR:
USE OF PERSONAL lJATA BY OTHER PARTIES
The Problem

Personal information contained in the "National Register" or closely
linked data banks, could reach "other parties" in one of three ways. First the
information could be released under the Archives Act 1983 (Cth), or following
a request under the Freedom of Information Act 1982 (Cth), The effect of the
"Australia Card" proposal on this activity will be minimal. At most, the pos
sibility of increased efficiency may mean that more information is released in
answcr to each request, because more information is readily available to the

, person processing the request.

Secondly, an authorised user could give or sell the information to un
authorized users, This problem already existsh' although in minor numbers, but
the "Australia Card" will not only increase the amount of information, and
thus the stakes available for unscrupulous officers, but it may also facilitate its
removal.t.~ By allowing the ready linkage of personal data in several data
banks, the "Australia Card" may allow information to be shifted front an area
of high physical security to one of lower security.

'~Ibid

"JFor a startling example of misuse of personal data by authorized users, sec
The Mercury 15 February 1986, 7; where it is reported that sonIC New
Zealand policemen have used New Zealand's central records computer to
supply personal details of woman drivers who took their fancy.
!>IJFor example Public Service Board, 'Guidelines on Official Conduct of Com
monwealth Publ ic Servants', August 1982, Personal Management Manual
Vol. 3
(d In I?83 alone, three off~icers from the Department of Social Security, in
Adelat~le, Mt Isa and BrIsbane, were charged with illegally providing in
formation. ALRC 22, 540.
!>!See Vcrn Countryman, "The Diminishing Right of Privacy: The Personal
Dossier and the Computer" in (1971) 49 Texas Law Review 837, 864 with
regard to the potential usc" by an intrudcr of the U.S. Social Security Number
as a key to personal data III government data banks.
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Thirdly, the personal data could simply be stolen from a government data
bank. Theft of data is a problem whether the data is stored manually, or on
COinputcr. The effect of "Australia Card" is this area Will be the same as its
effect on the sale of informat ion by authorised users. If dat,J'banks can be easily
matched, then provided the thief has sufficient technical skills, once he enters
the system. he will he abIc to access vast amounts of personal e1ata.

Current Legar Situmioll

Freedom of II!lormatiof1 Act 1982 (llld Archives Act 1983:

It has already been noted that the Freedom of Information Act gives any
Australian resident an enforceable right -to have access to public sector doc
uments.!>' As such it may not only facilitate information privacy by allowing a
data-subject to have access to his file, but may also hinder it by giving others
the same access. It \vas however suggested before, that the contents of the
"National register" may be excluded from the ambit or the Act. It was also
noted that many of the exemptions already existing under the Act will exclude
most of the Commonwealth's collections of personal data from the effect of the
Act. Finally SAl (I) of the Act makes a document exempt from disclosure under
the Act if it "would involve unreasonable disclosure of information relating to
the pCI'sonal affairs of any person". It is therefore submitted that information
privacy with respect to disclosure of personal information, would not he in
fringed by the Freedom of Information Act 1982 nor, for that matter, by the
Victorian Freedom of Information Act, if it were applicable, as it contains the
same exemptions.

The Archives Act 1983 (Cth) contains an exemption similar to SAl (1) of
the Freedom of Information Act 1982 (Ctht~ and will thus be likewise unlikely
to markedly infringe upon information privacy.

Disclosure to Third Parties by Authorised Users:

[f the authorised users are officers or employees of the Commonwealth
Government, under the Public Service Act 1922 (CthL or arc employed under
similar State legislationt>i then any disclosure outside their official duties, or
without the approval of the designated high government orficial, is an offence
punishable under the relevant State or Commonwealth legislation. Similarly if
the authorised lIser is operating under an Act which itself imposes secrecy, for
example S .17 Social Security Act 1947 (Cth), then they are likewise hound to
secrecy unless approval from the necessary high government official is given.
Apart from these enactments, there is no legislative control either on the 'dis
cretionary disclosure' of the high government officials, under these en
actments, or ofdisclosure of government servants not covered by these statutes.
In both areas, significant invasions of information privacy arc possible.hl>

In noting this problenl however', the ALRC asserted that new laws were not
needed because the common law duty of confidence was able to flll the 'in
fonnation privacy gap"';. With the greatest respect it is submitted that the
common law will not fill the 'gap', at least in rclation to the "Australia Card".
There may be circumstances where, for example, the data-subject's dossier on
the "National Register" contains information not widely known, which has

(o'Sec note 42 (supra)
f>lArchives Act 1983 (Cth) 533( I )(g)
("See ALRC 22 V. 1, 639 footnote 174
6bSee the examples in ALRC 22, 951
I"ALRC 22, 951
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been COI1l1111lllicatcd to the relevant !!:ovcrIllllcnl officer either in confidence, or
for a designated purpose" and [bi~ information is IrnnsklTL'J to the dossier
without the: consent of the confider ami thence llsed for a purpose inconsistent
with the purpose fur which the infonnation was originally acquired. in which
case confider could sue ror breach ofconfidcl1u-,. bTl! this it is submitted will be
the rarc situation. Much or the information on the "National Register" will be
mundane material Cor example, a person's status as ullemployed which the
data~subjl~l·t may nevertheless not \\fish to be widely disclosed. The V<lst bulk of
material cnntaincd Oil the Register will prnhably have been cOJlllllllTlieated by
others and not by the data-suhject, thus denying the suhject standing to slle for
breach (If confidence. Finally, even if materlal was given in confidence hy the
SLJ~jCl't, this confidence, as WLlS Hoted hy Stephen J. in .\"f1/orgufl v Auslm!ia
and Nell' Zealand Honking GnNlfJ Ud. (,'J, will be subjel>t to [he law or the
land. Acqull'Cl\ Illllllune Deficiency SyndroJllc is now a notifiahle disease in
N. S. W. Th is wi Iinatu rally override the duty! or confidence which a dodor owes
to his patient and may, if the current "A.l.D.S. hysteria" continUl'S, he in
formation readily availahle 10 policemen patrolling the 1l1ore violent parts or
Sydney. Such a gross breach of IIlt"ml11ation privilcy, facilitated by the
"Australia Card" proposal. will not hl'. actionahle hy the dala-suhject under
lhe currcnt law.

In such a situation a L:OlllillOn law action in dcfallultion, as discussed at
length in the ALRC's report on Unfair PuhliC<ltion"I', will be ineffective sincl'.
the information is true'l. Neither, it is suggested, will it be actionahle as
criminal defam~\(ion under s 20 I Criminal Code 1924 eras.) which requires
public benefit as wdl as truth 1'01' a defence under s 20T", since sUl:h a dis
closure could be urged to 1)(: in the public inlerest.

Thej! (~r /)(/10:

It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss the serious prohkms which
have heen shown tn exist in relation tn computer crime. It is simply noted hcrl'
that it is hI' ['mill cle;lr lfmcre theft DC personal information would be actionahle
as theft. Certainly as the law stands, the data~.subjcct would have no standing in
such a CtISl' and the COnlmol1\vcahh itself may he unable to sustain an actiZm.

Overall, in rdation to "Problem Four", it is submiltcd that the current
law will not protec[ the interests or the data-suhject. Information privacy will
require either greater input from data~subjl'.ets wilh respect to the 1l.\C of thl'.
dal;l. or greater legislatiVl' controls over the users or the data.

SUMflf/IRY OF rUE PROBLEMS

Introduction of the "Australia Card" will. in summary. highlight and in
lensify the following iISI1L'Cts or information priv<lcy which will need h1 b.:-.
addressed by the r'edcral Parlialllent;

I. Largc <IlllOunts or mislc;lding personal data can be. held in files which
arc spcri fically excluded from the <1mb it or the FrceJolIl of InllJrlllation
legislatm)l and yet are rcadily accl~sscd hy the LJPr. Data~sllbjL'cts IIl'ed
greater ,1l'ceSS to, and opportunity to correct such riles. .

"'To usc thc lcst or Bowen C.J. in Fq. in IIIfCljinn COlllpariso!l (/\1(,\'1) Pry,
Ltd. v.l.uwSu,·i"Iro/NSW(1975) (, AI..R. 455. 541. .
'""(197(J) 134 CLR 475. 488
mALRC II
olA complete ddence at COJlJJIlOll law.
i"A similar defence exists in N.S. W., Queensland. W.A. and Ilk' A.C. T. ALRC
22, 809
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2. A UPI will facilitate the collection of irrelevant data by government
departments. Data-subjects need to be able to ensure that only relevant
data is collected.

3. The UPI will allow information collected by one department for one
purpose, to be used by another government clep,.ntment .for a different
purpose. Data-subjects need to be able to restnct and III some cases
prevent this transfer.

4. The UPI will increase the information available to an unauthorized user
able to access a government data bank. As the rewards from such un
authorized use will increase, and the UPI may in fact facilitate un
authorized access, the penalties for such activity will need to be in
creased and the security systems will need to be strengthened.

REMEDIAL MEASURES

OVERVIEW

This section is deliberately not entitled "Solutions". As Countryman7
\

said in his article "The Diminishing Right of IJrivacy: The Personal Dossier and
the Computer"'), In what is submitled to be a particularly apt commcnt given
thc scope or the problems which arise from the "Australia Card" proposaL
with respect to personal dossiers:

The only hope for substantial protection of privacy against the com
putcrized dossiers, therefore, is that they don't exist - allcast that they not exist
on the present scale F

.

Given. as noted however at the outset of this paper. that the "Australia
Card" seems likely to be introduced, the solution of "no Australia Card" has
been ruled out. Nevertheless, it should be possible for SOlne action to be taken
to reduce the effect of the problems outlined in the earlier part of this paper.

It is submitted that four aspects of information privacy need urgent atten
tion. The first three of these - a data-subject's right of access to personal in
formation held about them; thcir right to correct, amend. or add a disclaimer to
a contentious file; and their right to control thc usc of personal information held
aboutthell1 - \vill be discussed in the final part of this paper. Thc fourth aspect,
the physical security of the data storage which arises in relation to an aspcct of
"Problem Four" outlined above, namely 'Theft of Data'. will not bc covered in
detail here. Obviously. as a result of the introduction or the "Australia Card",
the number of access points (computcr terminals) to the "National Register"
and any linked data hanks will increase. and specific safeguards will have to be
introduced"!!>. but in the absence of specific details on the operation of the
"National Register", concrete proposals are not possible.

A further issue relatcd to the theft of data is thc giving or selling of in
formation by authorised users to unauthorized users. A problem was noted ear
lier in relation to disclosures by 'high government officials' , and this will be
covered below in relation to control of personal data by the data-subject. Dis
closures by Icsser governmcnt officials-however do not, it has been submitted,
warrant special legislative consideration with regard to the introduction of the

"I.lVern Countryman is a Professor of Law at Harvard University
7~( 1971) 49 Texas Law Review 837
"It! 869
7l'FOl' an example of the typc of systems involved sec F.M. Auburn "A Law
Enforccment Information System" (1972) The New Zealand Law Journal 409 ,
410.
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"Australia Card". It was suggested above that the UPI may increase the re
wards to the unauthorized uscI' from such disclosure and thus penalties for
disclosure may need to be increased, but as has been noted by the ALRC under
thc heading of "Reform Disclosure Laws":

Privacy interests arc lalready] relatively well protectcd by the existing
lawn ... No general legislative restriction on disclosures should be made
for the purpose of privacy alone 7X .

Consequently, this aspect of privacy and the "Australia Card" will not be con
sidered further.

The recommendations part of this paper which, as was the case with the
problems section, relies heavily upon the rep0I1 into Privacy by the ALRC,
deals first with the way in which it is suggested consideration of the three re
maining aspects of privac;y will help to overcome the privacy problcms arising
from thc "Australia Card". Secondly, the ALRC's recommendations upon the
implementation of thesc privacy aspects, will be discussed together with a dis
cussion of the Federa~ Governments's recent proposal to set LIp a Data Prot
ection Authority, and finally a slightly simpler form of implementation will be
considered.

TilE ASPE'Cl'S (YF INFORMA110N PRIVACY

Access to Personal Data by the Data-subject

Access hy the data-suhject is almost universally regarded as a crucial part
of information privacy. It is emhodied in the OECD Guidelines on Ihe Prot
ection (Jl Privacy and Transborder Data Flows of Personal DawN as part of
the "Individual Participation Principle" which is described in the ac
companying "Explanatory Memorandum" as "perhaps the most important
privacy protection safeguard"xo. Kirby J notes that access is "reilcctcd in the
legislation of all those countries which have so far cnacted laws for data prot
ection"~'.

It has already been suggested in relation to Problems One and Two that
access hy the data-suhject will be crucial in the resolution of those problems.
Certainly, where it is thought that the data in a file might he inaccurate, incom
plete or misleading, the person who will usually have the most pressing interest
lo correct this and be in the best position to realize that there are errors in the
file will be the data-suhject. Thus it should be in both the interest of the data
suhject and the record keeper, to allow the former to have access to the file.

It has heen noted that access to Victoria and Commonwealth files is
already provided to some extent by the Freedom of Information Act in those two
j~lrisdicti.ons ..Both those acts are however subject to some wide ranging excep
tIOns whIch, It has been asserted above, make access to much of the personal
d.ata held by the Commonwealth Government for example. virtually impos
SIble. It has heen suggested in relation to privacy in general

7JFor the existing secrecy provisions in various pieces of Commonwealth and
State legislation, see note 65 (supra)
7~ALRC 22, 1307.
7'JOECD. Paris 1981 (hereinafter OECD Guidelines).
~(IId. 31
X'Kirby J. "The Computer, the Individual and the Law" (t 981) 55 ALl, 443,
449.
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thc individual about whom data is kept should be given almost complete
access (0 that data. ~2

and given community concern about the "Australia Card", it is submitted that
access to the "National Register" and related data banks should be as casy as
is reasonably possible. This it secms, is covcred by the ALRC's Information
Privacy Principle 6 Access to Records of Personal Information:

Where a person has in his possession or under his control records of per
sonal information, the record-subject should be entitled to have access to
those records.';3

Obviously some records will still be unavailable and it is suggested that in such
a situation it may be desirable to allow access to a third party for correction, as
will be discllssed below.

The Data-.ml~i(!c" s Right 1o Correct or Add (/ Disclaimer

Assuming that the data-subject has by some method been 'Ible to see their
entry in the "National Register" or other government data bank accessed by
the UPI, it has been asscrled above in relation to Problems One and Two, that a
right to correct or add a disclaimer to a file, will either remove or lessen the
problem of inaccurate, incomplete or misleading data, and may be a sufficient
privacy response in some cases, to irrelevant data. This right, like the right to
access, is considered to be one of the most important privacy protections anel
benefits not only the data-subject, but should also benefit the record keeper and
user.

The right is "common to the legal systems which provide protection for
infonnation privacy"') and appears as part of the OECD. 's 'Individual Part
icipation Principle'" and in the Information Privacy Principles proposed by
the ALRC'('. In the 'Explanatory Meillorandlun'. to the OE'::CD. Guidelines it is
stated however that "the right to access and challenge cannot he absolute".~

With respect, it is submitted that although right to access must be restricted in
some cases, the right to add a disclaimer at the very least, should be an absolute
right. Obviously if access has not been obtained. correction by the data-subject
will be irrelevant as thev will be unaware of the contents of the file. Once access
has however been obtarned, failure to provide even minimal redress, especially
given the fact that the "Australia Card" will probably increase the usc of this
information, will create serioLIS privacy concems within the community.

It has been recognized above that access to personal data by the data
subject will be refused in some cases. but such refusal should not also remove
any process or correction. It will obviollsly be impossible for the data-subject to
enforce cOlTection, hut provision should first be made for the data-subject to
apply to a third party if they have reason to bclievc in inaccessible rile contains

~'Jalnes M. Vache and Michael J. Makibe "Privacy in Government Records:
Philosophical Perspectives and Proposals for Legislation" (1979) 18 GOIl

zaga Law review 515,554.
"ALRC 22, 1195
"ALRC 22, 1278
"GEeD Guidelines, I I
~1'ALRC 22, 1195.
'-"At 31. '
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incOlTcct informalion.~~ This third party provided they have access, should be
able, if necessary, to correct the file. Secondly, there should be some publicly
visible correction facility built into the data storage system, perhaps in the form
of guidelines, or guidelines and some general review body.~Y

It is submitted, that with one alteration, the above concerns are en
compassed by the ALRC's Information Privacy Principles 5 - "Correction of
Personal Information":

A person who has in his possession or under his control records of personal
information about another person should correct it so far as it is inaccurate
or, having regard to the purpose of collection or to a purpose that is inci
dental to or connected with that purpose, misleading, ollt-of-date. incom
plcte or irrelevant. '10

The suggested aIteration is the replacement of "should" with "must". The
principles as a whole were drafted to cover a wide rangc of applications in both
the public and private sector, and as a consequence usc advisory not man
datory language. Thc community concern about the introduction of the
"Australia Card" has already been detailed above. Consequently if the princ
iple is specifically directed at the "Australia Card" files, and givcn that these
files arc held by the public sector, it should be possible and desirable to use
mandatory language.

Data-subject's Right to COl/frol fhe Use of Personal Data

One of the basic precepts of information privacy is that data must only be
collected for a purpose and it will be noted below that the AL.RC has recom
mended that the data-subject should be informed of this purpose. Built upon
this ideal is the concern that information should not be used for other purposes
except in very limited cases. This arises out of what can be described as the
individual's desire to

be able to exercise a measure of control over relationships with others; this
means that- a person should be able to exert an appropriate measure of
control on the extent to which his correspondence, communications, ac
tivities arc available to others in the community. 'JI

The "Australia Carer' proposal specifically and deliberately violates this
aspect of information privacy. Even ignoring the concerns expressed above
about the use of the UPI to create complete personal dossiers, the card is being
introduced for the announced purpose of facilitating data transferal between
the Australian Taxation Office and the Department of Social Security. As this
will be the lcgislated purpose of the proposal, it will come outside the Usc
Limitation Principles as formulated by the OECD~2 and the ALRCY1 'as both of'
these do not apply where the lise or disclosure of information is required by
law. Since the possibility of indiscriminate lise of information is probably one of
the single greatest community concerns arising out or the "Australia Carel"

~~ This could perhaps arise as a result of the conduct/attitude of some gov
ernment employee who, or agency which, docs has access to the file.
~'I For example the Privacy Commissioner discussed below
"0 ALRC 22, Il95
"I ALRC 22, 1033
"2 DECD Guidelines, 10
')1 ALRC 22, 1195
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proposal, legislative safeguards will need to receive great prominence in this
art;(\. Furthermore, if some form of legislative restriction can be placed upon
the use of data under the "Australia Card" scheme this should provide a sol~

ution for aspects of "Problems Two to Four" above.

It has already been suggested that part of "Problem Tw()" may be over
come by giving datu-subjects access to and a right to correct their files. Furthe
rmore, if transfers of data using the UPI can be restricted to transfers for re
levant purposes, that is the use to which the data can be put can be so restricted,
then Problem Two, at least so far as it is aggravated by the introduction of the
"Australia Card", should be rcmcdied.

"Problem Three" is specifically concerncd with the unsuitable usc of
data, and "Problcm Four", whcre releases of information are made by 'high
government officials', is also concerned with use of data for a purpose not
envisaged or desired by the data-subjcct. Both these problcms should be over
come by some limitation upon the use to which the data is put.

IMPLEMENTATION OF INFORMATION PRIVACY

The ALRC's Recommendations

In its report on Privacy, the ALRC made some wide ranging recom
mendations with respect to the implementation of information privacy.
Although these were not specifically framed to deal with a scheme such as the
"Australia Card" proposal, with a few minor alterations, they would, it is
submitted, overcome most of the information privacy problems which, will
arise upon the introduction of the "Australia Card". It is well beyond the scope
of this paper~.j. to retrace the analysis of the ALRC,95 instead the following sec
tion is a summary of the areas of interest in the recommendations% with com
ments given in the light of the "Australia Card" proposal.')!

The ALRC commences by defining personal information as "information
about a natural person from which, or by lise of which, the person can be identi
fied" .')~ It is reveal ing to note that the ALRC did not consider an explicit link
between the subject and the information was necessary; if the data could easily
be combined with other data to reveal identity, this would they said, be suf
ficient. It is this linkage of data to 'reveal' a person's identity which is part of
the major concern with the UPI. It would therefore seem that the ALRC's def
inition of personal information will encompass all the "Australia Card" data.

The ALRC then recommends that its inforn~ation privacy principles, of
which the relevant ones in this context have already been listed abovc! should
be declared by the Parliament "to be the basis for the protection of privacy in
the information processing context."'n Clearly such principles could be in
cluded in part of the legislation setting lip the"Australia Card". The ALRC

lJ~ And perhaps the- author.
YS The preparation of ALRC 22 took over seven years.
'II> Specifically, recommendations which are only applicable to data banks in the
private sector have been omitted, and as the Card is not primarily a data col
lection device, some aspects of the Collection Principles arc not covered.
'/7 There has been a great deal or academic discussion with regard to alternative
schemes to promote information privacy. Most commentators recommend a
scheme somewhat similar Lo the AL"RC, and as the ALRC canvasses, and dis
misses, the alternative schemes in its repo11, the reader is merely refened in the
alternative, to Lhe selection of commentarics noted in the bibliography.
'!K ALRC 22, 1198
IN Id, 1200
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further recommcnds that "so far as the Commonwealth public sector is con
cerned, efforts should be made to publicize the existence and nature of rccord
systems containing personal records". II~) Clearly this publicity should also
include the data banks which can be accessed by the UPI.

The collcction of government data is not really a specific privacy concern
which arises from the "Australia Card" proposal. However the ALRC has
recommended as part of the process of collection of information, that the data
subject should be informed of the purpose of the collection. This will be of
especial importance under the "Australia Card". The ALRC notes that the
data-subject should be notified of the purpose of collection "to allow hinl to test
subsequent usc of that information by the record keeper". 101 Much of the data
accessed by the "Australia Card" however, will already have been 'collected'
without notification of purpose. For this reaSOn it is submitted that with regard
to this aspect of the ALRC's recommendation, purpose notification should not
be part of the Collection Principle, but should be a principle in its own right.
FLllihcrmorc, for administra,tive simplicity, the purpose of holding a gov~

ernment fi Ie should not be notified to all data-subjects as a matter of course, but
rather as the result of a specific query by the data-subject.

In relation to the storage of data, the ALRC recommends measures to en
sure tbat data is not used for a purpose inconsistent with the notified pur
pose. 1fI~ It has already been noted above that in the absence of specific dctails of
the "Australia Card" proposal, it is not possible to make specific recom
mendations in this arca. The ALRC docs recommend that failure to comply with
Storage Principles and Collection Principles, such as failure to notify purpose
should not result in criminal or civil sanctions as the principles are too
vague. lin It suggests that there arc already sufficient remedies available to
cover the worst abuses. H\.I It may however be, and it is submitted that this
should be the case. that if the purpose specification principle for example. is
enacted as part of the "Australia Card" proposal. then a failure to comply with
a specified procedure, should be subject to a statutory penalty. Again however,
without more specific details of the proposal, it is not possible to pursue this
issue any further here.

The ALRC discusses access to personal information at grcallengths in its
recommendations. 105 In effect it recommends the enactment of a Privacy Aet"~'

along lines very similar to the Freedom of Information Act 1982 (Cth). The
differences between the two acts arc mainly to accommodate the private sector
within the ambit of the former Act. This paper has been written on the basis that
the "Australia Card" will be limited to the public sector, 1(17 and for this reason
only a few of the differences need be notcd here.

The ALRC recommends that some of the exceptions contained in the
Freedom of Information Act should be relaxed when transferred to the Privacy
Act. Thcse are namely that the Legal Professional Privilege exception should
only apply to a request for personal information by the data-subject when the
subject is in litigation or rcleasing the information would provide a party to
litigation with documcnts unavailable by way of discovery or inspection in the

J(~I ld, 1208
101 ld, 1211
11\: Id, 1222
!O1 Id, 1225
11\.1 Id, 1227
10-'ld,1230-1277
Ji)(, Id, Appendix A
10] Sec footnote 30
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litigation. 109 Secondly, that a request which would, if made under the Freedom
of Information Act, be considered likely to breach the privacy of others or be a
matter relating to business affairs, should still be subject to the same re
strictions but that the Privacy Act should make provision f~)r 'Reverse - F.O.I.'
as is the case in the Freedom of Information Act 1982 (Vic.). This means that
the party whose business interest or privacy is likely to be affected should be
asked if they arc willing for the information to be released. Thirdly, the excep
tion based upon breach of confidence should be amended so as not to be a
blanket exception, but also be dependent upon an element of 'public interest'.
Fourthly, with some exceptions which are not noted here, a request for in
formation by the legal guardian of an incompetent person should be treated as a
request by the incompetent person and finally, the exemption in the Freedom of
Information Act for information which is covered by the secrecy provisions of
other Commonwealth laws, liN should not appear in the Privacy Act.

It is submitted that if such a Privacy Act were introduced it would cover,
bearing in mind all the conflicting interests which would arise, a sufficient
standard of aCCess to the "National Register" and other Commonwealth data
bases which could be linked by the UPI. It has however been suggested above
that the UPI may however allow access to the data banks held by the various
state government. If this was the case, similar Privacy Acts would need to be
enacted at the State level.

The ALRC also considers the current right to amend records contained in
Part V of the Freedom of Information Act 1982 (Cth) noting that Part V was
really a "stop-gap" measure introduced in the Senate, it recommended that:

Legislation, which should replace Pm1 V of the Freedom of Information
Act 1982, should require record-keepers, on request from record-subjects
(and, in case of legally incompetent record-subjects, their guardians) to
correct any information contained in personal records that is wrong or
that, having regard to the purpose for which it was collected by the record
keeper, is incomplete, out-of-date or misleading. It should be a matter for
the record-keeper and the record-subject to determine whether the amend
ment should be made by altering the record or by adding an appropriate
notation. I III

Provided this right is not made subject to access having been granted under the
Act,· for reasons detailed above, then sllch an alteration to the Freedom of In
formation Act for both Victoria and the Commonwealth would remedy
"Problem One" and some of "Problem Two". The other Australian juris
dictions would need to enact a Freedom of Information Act, similar to those of
Victoria and the Commonwealth, containing the above broad right to amend
personal records.

One area that the ALRC's recommendations will not overcome is in the
data-subjects control of the usc of personal elata. The ALRC recommends, to
ensure that the data-subject has some control over the use of data held on them,
that the law relating to duties of confidence be amended: so that as a general
rule, the duty attaches to the information irrespective of who actually hold the
information;'" so that the data-subject has standing to enforce that duty

10K ALRC 22, 1263
109 Freedom of Information Act 1982 (Cth.) 5.38
110 ALRC 22, I,xvii
111 ALRC 22, Vo1.2, 1313
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whether or not that duty is actually owed to them;I" and so that the remedies
available from such action arc rationalized. II.' This will be useful to stop dis
closure by 'high government officials' under the Freedom of Information Act
and its equivalents, but it will have no effect against transfers between dep
artments using the UPI. Such transfers will clearly bc permitted under the
"Australia Card" legislation. and this permission will override the common
law duty of confidcnce. This r,lCt is noted by the ALRC in its discussion of the
problems arising as a result of 'matching' .111

The ALRC cloes however canvass the possibility of logging of significant
disclosures (or transfers) by record keepers.

Maintaining a record of each disclosure of personal infonlHltion is a useful
tool in monitoring an information system's compliance with information
privacy principles. The individual who obtains access to his personal records is
entitled to know how and to what extent the record is being uscd and whether it
is being used properly.II';

Despite the usc of computers, it may not be possible or desirable to log
each transfer of information undcr the "Australia Card" scheme, but it should
be possible to publicize in general terms how the data is used and to which
departmcnts it is transferred. Not only would such a scheme providc the pllb
licity about the use of "Australia Card" data which it has heen suggested
above, would hc desirable, but it would provide, subject to certain evidentiary
requircmcnts. the basis for an individual to pursue some redress.

For the purpose of providing redress, the ALRC recornmends that a
Privacy Commissioner be appointed as part of the Human Rights Com
mission lli

', Such a privacy guardian would, among other things, inquire into,
conciliate and resolve disputes.11! The ALRC recommends that the guardian
should be able to give directions in some cases, 11K and would present a public
report to parliament.

Given that the "Australia Card" is considered to be neccssary, it is
suggested that a public rcport upon privacy violations, although not directly
solving an individual data-subject's complaint, may be the most appropriate
way to bring about any necessary change to procedures under the "Australia
Card" schemc.
The Federal Cabinet's Recommendation

Although the ALRC's Report on Privacy was presented on 14 December
1983 11

" there has as yet been vcry little legislative response to its recom
mendations. Whether this is caused by considerations of cost, or because this is
yct another example of Australian legislatures' poor response to Law Reform
Cornlllission Reports, 120 it is suggested that it would bc unrealistic to expect the
recommendations to be implemented before the "Australia Card" proposal

II' Id, 1312
III Id, 1314
III Id, 1324
11\ ld, 1325
1[6 1<1. 1039-1092
11' Id, 1040
llii ld. 1041
119 Parliamentary Papcr No. 304/1983
1:.1\ See comments in Law Reform Commission, Australia. Report No. 21, An
nual Report 1982 (1982) paragraphs 12- J5; Law Reform Commission, Austr
alia, Report No. 23, Annual Rcport 1983 (1983) paragraph I.
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comes into effect. Furthermore, even if fully implemented, the recolll
mendations would not ful fill two crucial aspects of information privacy. First
they would not provide the data-subject with sufficient control over the usc to
which their personal data is put. Secondly, the ALRC's proposals only apply to
the Commonwealth government, thus the considerable privacy concerns that
will arise with respect to the States will not he addressed. Finally, the ALRC's
proposals arc far more detailed than is necessary. The results in a legislative
response which is ullnccessarily complex, and, since it involves several pieces
of legislation and the creation of a new statutory office, will be a response that
is unnecessarily expensive. Instead of implementing a revised form or the
ALRC's recommendations as part of the "Australia Card" proposal, the Fed
eral Cabinet has recently approved the establishment of a powerful watchdog
committee to monitor the planned Australia Card and to control the rise of
information in the accompanying national data-bank.'"

This Data Protection Authority, included as part of the Federal Gov
ernment's submission to the joint Parliamentary Select Committee invest
igating the Australia Carel, would bc involved in rccollullending principles for
the establislullent and administration of the central register for the carel. It
would give people rights of appeal and access in relation to the information
held on the register for the careL Its membership would include specialists in
privacy and computer systems. I'.'

Although Michelle Gratton writing in The Age in support of the Data Prot
ection Authority has said

with the controversiall.D. card ... the government needs to demonstrate
that every effort will be made to safeguard civil liberties. ,el

the Data Protection Authority proposal may in fact prove to be an inefficient
way of demonstrating this effort.

The Commonwealth Public Service Board and departments of Treasury
and Prime Minister Cabinet have apparently already "opposed the agcncy on
the grounds that it was unnecessary and costly."I".1 Given that it wili cost, to
current reports, $2.3 million pCI' annum solely for running cxpenses, let alone
set-up costs. and have a staff of forty-four,'~' it will virtually be as expensive
and coupled as the ALRC's recommendations outlined above,I.'{, and yet be a
body restricted to "Australia Card" problems, and not address the wider
privacy issues covered by the ALRC's recommendations.

If the Federal Government docs not intend to implement widespread
privacy protections, the privacy problems outlined above in relation to the
"Australia Card" Illay in fact be best dealt with by presently existing auth
orities. The Commonwealth Attorney-General's Department has for example
suggested that

existing bodies such as the Administrative Appeals Tribunal and the
Human Rights Commission could deal with complaints about the central
computer register formed by the l. D. car<.1./'7

121 The Mercury. 31 January 1986, 3.
I~" The Age. 31 January 1986, 5
I~\ Ibid.
I'~ The Age 13 February 1986, l.
I~' Ibid.
I~I> The ALRC has for example recommended the establishment of a Privacy
Commissioner as part of its amendment of several pieces of Commonwealth
legislation.
I"" The Age 13 February 1986, I.
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The final part of this paper puts forward a simplified version of the ALRC's
recommendations with strong emphasis upon existing statutory Authorities
This proposal is put forward in the light of the privacy problems arising under
the "Australia Card", as a basic solution at minimal cost.

A Minimalist Recommendation

It has been noted that the ALRC's recommended Privacy Act is strongly
based upon the current Freedom of Information Act 1982 (Cth). The ALRC
recommended a separate picce of legislation to implement their recom
mendations because, since they cover not only the public sector but also the
private sector, and are intended not only to resolve current problems but also
be a guide for future developments, it would bc inappropriate to try to ac
commodate the alterations within the CUlrcnt Freedom of Information Act 1982
(Cth) which was only intended to remedy current public sector problems. In the
context of this paper however, these considerations are irrelevant. As has
already been asserted, the "Australia Card" will, at least initially, he re
stricted to the public sector. Furthermore, the legislation can be specifically
targeted, and docs not need to be generally framed to cover future privacy
invasions. As a result it is suggested that those recommendations which the
AL..RC has suggested should be emhodies in a Privacy Act could more simply be
included as part of an amended Freedom of Information Act. Alterations to
Part V of this Act have already been suggested and apart from this, the major
amendments would be needed in relation -to the exclusionary sections as det
ailed above.

For similar reasons it is suggested that instead of creating a new Privacy
Commissioner, it should be possible to achieve all the desired changes recom
mended by the ALRC under the current structure of the Commonwealth
Ombudsman. The Privacy Commissioner was preferred by the ALRC because
they wanted the office to embrace not only the public but also the pri vate sector.
Since the latter will not be relevant to the "Australia Card" proposal, a minor
extension of the Ombudsman's powers should achieve the desired level of con
trol.

Finally, it has been noted that the ALRC's recommendations do not extend
to the State government sector. This is a major shortfall in light of the "Australia
Card" proposal and would require immediate attention. In the shOtt term at
least, the solution would lie in making it illegal for any State government body
to utilise the UPI. Once this was done, the scheme could later be extended to the
States on a sort of licence systcm provided that each State which wished to
exploit the uPI scheme, first enacted, or altered their current Freedom of In
formation Act, and then extended the powers of their government Ombudsman.

Eventually, it is submitted, thc ALRC's proposals should be implemented.
Until that time, the simplified measures outlined above should put forward
some sort of remedy for the major information privacy problems that will arise
from the" Australia Card" proposal.
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CONCLUS'ION
It is suggested in this paper that by 1988, every Australian resident will be

carrying an identity card known as the "Australia Card", Although the card
will have little impact within the private sector, it will pose four very serious
problems for individual privacy, relating to:

I, inaccurate, incomplete and misleading data;
2. irrelevant data;
3. misuse of personal data by authorized users; and
4, usc of personal data by other parties.

To remcdy these it is suggested that at the Commonwealth level, the
Freedom of information Act 1982 (Cth) be amended, and the powers of the
Commonwealth Ombudsman he extended to implement the recommendations
of the ALRC in its Report on Privacy. Finally it is suggested that the "Australia
Card", with its associated UPI should not be extended to the various States
until each has enacted similar legislation within its own jurisdiction.
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